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Already Gone
Powderfinger

i m not going to bother writing out each chord note for note... the chords in
brackets mean you don t 
play them.... it s either just the key it s in or what the bass is playing..... 
if anyone is anxious for the 
bits, which make up alot of this tune, i might get around to it if i get enough
requests... but it is very time consuming writing it out when you can figure it
out eventually

listen to the song for how to strum etc... sorry about the layout stuffing
up..... i can t do anything 
it....

(E)                                           A

you ve been working all your life
E					   A
     all weekends and overtime
E					   A
     while you re trying to unwind
        C        (B)             (A)          (F#)    - second time around pick
out the individual notes 
these chords - you ll hear it
you can t relate to the leisured life

another day meanders by
keeping nature s tabled time
all these things just pass you by
and you can t relax in a scheduled life
A		    B			 A
        promises already gone
		  B				 A
there s no escape it s said and done
					 B		    E	            B
                 so keep your love forever young
you ve been trying to decide
multiply or just divide
all these things are on your mind
and you can t relax in a leisured life
promises already gone
there s no escape it s said and done
so keep your love forever young
(guitar solo)

C#                 B - 1 guitar just plays these chords - and also plays a few
notes based
 around these chords but it s a bastard figureing them out



E                   A - then changes to these

E------------------------------------------------------------------------10-----
------10-10-10-10^----

B-------2---------4---------5--------7--------9------10-------9------------9----
---------------------

Back to chorus....

finish on an E


